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At   the   advent   of   the   20th   century,   the   creation   of   the   film   camera   ushered   in   a   new   age   of   

entertainment.   Hollywood   movies   portrayed   characters   in   fantastical   realism,   glorifying   actors   on   

the   silver   screen.   In   his   book    The   Star   System:   Hollywood’s     Production   of   Popular   Identity ,   1

media   industries   scholar   Paul   McDonald   describes   the   newly   minted   concept   of   a   movie   star   as   

appearing   “to   be   exceptional   and   somehow   apart   from   society.”   The   ordinary   aspects   of   these   2

celebrities   draw   people   in,   and   yet   they   maintain   a   level   of   distance   with   their   extraordinary   

status.   The   charisma   of   these   stars,   originating   in   early   film   culture,   also   cuts   across   to   other   

forms   of   filmed   media   such   as   sports   broadcasting.   Fans   worldwide   cling   to   their   favorite   players   

and   place   them   on   a   pedestal,   the   most   notable   case   being   football   and   movie   star   O.J.   Simpson.     

The   story   of   O.J.   Simpson   intersects   ideas   of   celebrity,   race,   and   socioeconomic   privilege   

within   the   context   of   Los   Angeles,   a   city   torn   by   racial   tension   and   patrolled   by   a   police   force   

that   disproportionately   targets   and   abuses   Black   residents.   O.J.’s   alma   mater,   USC,   continues   3

this   legacy   of   racism.   The   university   and   other   similar   predominantly   white   institutions   of   higher   

education   exploit   Black   athletic   talent   while   neglecting   prospective   Black   students   who   do   not   

share   the   same   level   of   athletic   exceptionalism.   In   a   2018   report   by   the   USC   Race   and   Equity   

Center,   Shaun   R.   Harper   recorded   that   “Black   men   were   2.4%   of   undergraduate   students   

enrolled   at   the   65   universities,   but   comprised   55%   of   football   teams   and   56%   of   men’s   

basketball   teams   on   those   campuses.”   O.J.   Simpson,   a   part   of   that   glorified   55%,   experienced   a   4

1   Charney,   Leo   and   Marcus   Verhagen,   “The   Poster   in   Fin-De-Siècle   Paris:   ‘That   Mobile   an   Degenerate   Art,’”   
Cinema   and   the   Invention   of   Modern   Life    (Berkeley:   Univ.   of   California   Press,   2007),   103-29.   
2  McDonald,   Paul,    The   Star   System:   Hollywood’s   Production   of   Popular   Identities    (New   York:   Columbia   University   
Press,   2001),   7.   
3   BondGrahan,   Darwin,   “Black   People   in   California   Are   Stopped   Far   More   Often   by   Police,   Major   Study   Proves”   
(Guardian   News   and   Media,   2020).   

4   Harper,   Shaun   R.,    Black   Male   Student-Athletes   and   Racial   INequalities   in   NCAA   Division   1   College   Sports    (Los   
Angeles,   University   of   Southern   California,   2018),   3.   



  

drastically   different   environment   than   the   2.4%   of   “unexceptional”   Black   male   students.   His   

rising   celebrity   status   contributed   to   this   separation.   USC   exploited   the   image   of   O.J.   as   a   

talented   Black   athlete   while   neglecting   the   Black   population   of   students   who   didn’t   possess   this   

celebrity   persona.   

  The   2016   documentary   series    O.J.:   Made   in   America ,   directed   by   Ezra   Edelman   

explores   what   happens   when   the   celebrity   status   of   someone   like   O.J.   is   challenged   through   a   

controversy   as   drastic   as   a   publicly   broadcasted   murder   trial.   Through   video   footage   and   

analysis   of   O.J.’s   life   before,   during,   and   after   the   1995   murder   trial   of   his   late-wife,   Edelman   

provides   a   powerful   look   into   ideas   of   image,   race,   and   celebrity.   While   O.J.   himself   was   an   

individual   person,   the   celebrity   image   he   projected   and   his   immense   socioeconomic   privilege   

ultimately   determined   his   fate.   

The   series   starts   by   documenting   O.J.’s   rise   to   fame   as   a   football   player   at   USC.   It   calls   

to   attention   the   performative   nature   of   USC’s   football   culture,   with   footage   of   college   fans   

holding   banners   and   cheering   O.J.   on   from   the   stands.   In   their   article   “Performative   Sport   5

Fandom:   an   Approach   to   Retheorizing   Sport   Fans,”   sports   culture   experts   Anne   C.   Osborne   and   

Danielle   Sarver   Coombs   stress   the   study   of   sport   fandom   as   a   form   of   identity   theory,   arguing   

that   sport   fans   act   “through   a   process   by   which   [they]   take   on   roles   that   [they]   then   perform   for   

an   audience   of   others.”   This   audience   performativity   contributes   to   an   idealized   image   of   the   6

game   they   watch   and   the   players   involved.   O.J.,   as   a   primary   actor   in   the   show   of   each   football   

game,   takes   on   the   same   role   a   movie   star   has   in   a   movie.   His   glorification   as   a   sport   celebrity   

involved   in   a   web   of   fandom   performativity   is   exemplified   in   a   shot   where   the   Trojan   Marching   

5   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   1    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:07:12.   
6   Osborne,   Anne   C.   and   Danielle   Sarver   Coombs,   “Performative   Sport   Fandom:   an   Approach   to   Retheorizing   Sport   
Fans”   (Sport   in   Society,   2013),   675.   



  

Band   spells   out   “OJ,”   stamping   his   name   onto   the   field   in   a   show   of   spectacle   and   music   (see   

Figure   1).     

Figure   1   7

At   the   same   time,   the   documentary   explores   O.J.’s   early   celebrity   status,   it   also   examines   O.J.’s   

intense   charisma.   His   close   friend   Joe   Bell   remarks   how   O.J.   could   talk   himself   out   of   tricky   

situations   with   “that   kind   of   smooth   talk   that   O.J.   would   do.”   By   opening   in   this   way,   the   8

documentary   pulls   the   audience   into   the   mindset   of   O.J.’s   original   fans.   It   shows   us   how   

exciting   the   persona   of   O.J.   is   as   he   becomes   an   icon   in   sport   fandom.   McDonald   explains   the   

phenomenon   of   celebrity   persona   through   “reading   stars   as   signs   or   images.”   O.J.   becomes   9

larger   than   just   one   football   player;   he   becomes   a   symbol   through   which   sport   fans   everywhere   

project   their   hopes   and   dreams   onto.   His   physical   talent,   coupled   with   his   natural   charm,   creates   

7   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   1    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:24:05.   

8   Ibid.,   00:45:58.   

9   McDonald,   Paul,    The   Star   System:   Hollywood’s   Production   of   Popular   Identities    (New   York:   Columbia   University   
Press,   2001),   7.   



  

an   alluring   “image”   separate   from   his   actual   person.     

While   O.J.   Simpson   enjoyed   his   status   as   a   sports   icon,   Black   students   without   access   to   

this   celebrity-status   continued   to   face   discrimination   and   state-sanctioned   violence   as   a   result   of   

systemic   and   institutional   racism.   This   isn’t   a   crisis   unique   to   O.J.’s   time.   With   the   revitalization   

of   the   Black   Lives   Matter   movement   following   the   murders   of   George   Floyd   and   Breonna   

Taylor,   current   Black   USC   students   have   shared   their   own   experiences   with   racism   on   campus   

through   the   instagram   account   @black_at_usc.   In   stark   comparison   to   the   praise   and   acceptance   

O.J.   faced,   students   share   instances   where   “Black   Trojans   get   bullied   by   the   non   BIPOC   

counterparts   in   [their]   graduating   class”   or   where   professors   refer   to   students   “in   front   of   the   

whole   class   [as]   …   ‘another   angry   Black.’”   What   causes   this   dichotomy   of   experience   1011

between   Black   college   athletes   and   the   rest   of   the   Black   student   population?   In   simple   terms:   

money.   According   to   a   report   from   the   U.S.   Department   of   Education,   USC’s   athletic   

department   generated   $113.2   million   in   revenue   in   2016.   Recruiting   talented   Black   athletes   12

enables   USC   to   bolster   their   standing   as   a   powerhouse   school   with   iconic   celebrity   sports   

players.   The   intersection   of   celebrity   prestige   and   monetary   profit   benefits   characters   such   as   

O.J.   Simpson,   but   leave   the   rest   of   the   Black   student   population   on   the   sidelines.   

Perhaps   this   is   why   O.J.   focused   so   intensely   on   maintaining   this   celebrity   status.   After   

he   retired   from   football,   he   transitioned   to   the   film   screen,   starting   out   in   Hertz   Rent-A-Car   

commercials   that   earned   him   the   slogan,   “go   O.J.   go!”   At   the   same   time   as   O.J.’s   rise   to   the   13

top,   other   Black   athletes   and   Black   activists   were   concentrating   their   voices   on   the   Black   Power   

10   black_at_usc,   Instagram   Post   (September   23,   2020).   
11   black_at_usc,   Instagram   Post   (July   20,   2020).   
12   Snyder,   Thomas   D.,   Critobal   de   Brey   and   Sally   A   Dillow.    Digest   of   Education   Statistics   2016    (IES   National   
Center   for   Education   Statistics,   2018).   
13   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   1    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   01:07:08.   



  

Movement.   Even   though   O.J.   himself   was   Black,   he   distanced   himself   from   that   community.   14

When   approached   by   leaders   of   the   movement   to   use   his   celebrity   status   to   speak   on   the   

empowerment   of   Black   people,   O.J.   responded,   “I   don’t   want   to   be   involved   in   it.”   It’s   15

understandable   why   leaders   would   have   wanted   O.J.   on   board   with   their   movement,   as   he   had   

become   an   icon   in   the   minds   of   American   people   everywhere,   but   especially   within   the   minds   of   

USC’s   predominantly   white   football   audience.   The   value   that   would   have   been   placed   on   an   

endorsement   from   O.J.   was   part   and   parcel   of   a   long   tradition   of   celebrities   using   their   image   for   

political   movements.   In   his   book    Chaplin   and   American   Culture:   The   Evolution   of   a   Star   Image ,   

Charles   Maland   describes   the   way   Charlie   Chaplin   made   “antifascism   the   most   passionate   and   

public   political   commitment   of   [his]   life.”   Celebrities   after   Chaplin   continued   this   trend,   using   16

their   soft   power   in   the   media   realm   to   enact   real   change   in   the   political   realm.   Even   so,   O.J.   was   

not   interested   in   using   his   status   to   affect   policy.   Instead,   he   used   his   power   to   obtain   more   

power   and   build   up   his   celebrity   persona.     

O.J.’s   relationship   to   the   Black   community   changed,   however,   once   he   was   put   on   trial   

for   the   murder   of   Nicole   Brown.   Throughout   the   first   parts   of   the   series,   the   documentary   

repeatedly   hammers   in   the   way   that   O.J.   detached   himself   from   the   Black   community.   Close   

friend   Joe   Bell   describes   the   way   that   O.J.   was   “seduced   by   white   society.”    And   yet   his   dream   17

team   of   lawyers   then   turned   his   public   image   around   and   reshaped   his   identity   as   a   Black   icon   in   

order   to   win   favor   in   the   case.   This   in   itself   is   a   contested   claim,   with   some   of   his   lawyers   

admitting   to   playing   the   race   card   and   others   adamantly   refusing   this   charge.   His   lawyer   Carl   

14   Ibid.,   00:27:05.   

15   Ibid.,   00:29:02.   

16   Maland,   Charles   J.,    Chaplin   and   American   Culture:   the   Evolution   of   a   Star   Image    (Princeton:   Princeton   
University   Press,   1991),   159.   

17   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   1    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:23:50.   



  

Douglas   said,   “we   played   the   credibility   card,”   whereas   Robert   Shapiro   said,   “not   only   did   we   

play   the   race   card,   we   dealt   it   from   the   bottom   of   the   deck.”   Regardless   of   the   lawyers’   true   18

intentions,   the   effect   was   the   same.   To   a   torn   up   Black   community   who   had   been   continually   

abused   by   the   LAPD,   O.J.   was   suddenly   a   person   they   could   publicize   their   frustrations   through.     

The   documentary   continues   this   dialogue   by   showing   multiple   shots   of   protestors   

wearing   shirts   and   holding   signs   in   support   of   O.J.,   saying   that   they   “believe   that   he   was   set   up  

[by   the   LAPD]”   (See   Figure   2).   19

Figure   2   20

Edelman   shows   these   scenes   alongside   footage   that   demonstrates   how   widely   publicized   the   

trial   was.   Zoomed   in   shots   to   the   large   camera   in   the   courtroom   and   analyses   of   O.J.’s   facial   

expressions   relative   to   whether   or   not   he   believes   he   is   being   filmed   expose   the   case’s   

18   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   4    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   01:29:55;   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   
Made   in   America:   Part   5    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:23:22.   

19  Edelman,   Ezra,   O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   4   (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   01:21:13.   
20   Edelman,   Ezra,   O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   4   (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   01:10:41.   



  

theatrical   elements   (See   Figure   3).   

Figure   3     21

People   became   less   concerned   with   whether   or   not   O.J.   himself   committed   the   murders   so   

much   as   what   the   outcome   of   the   case   would   say   about   race   relations   in   America.   O.J.   became   

one   of   Paul   McDonald’s   “images”   rather   than   an   individual   suspect.   The   man   who   took   all   the   

jurors   home   stated   that   he   heard   “over   and   over”   that   the   trial   “was   payback   for   Rodney   King,”   

who   the   police   had   brutally   beaten   on   camera   without   facing   any   sentencing   three   years   before   

the   O.J.   Simpson   trial.   When   asked   how   many   members   of   the   jury   voted   to   acquit   O.J.   22

because   of   Rodney   King,   one   of   the   jurors   said,   “oh,   probably   about   90%   of   us.”   In   his   paper   23

The     Construction   of   O.J.   Simpson   as   a   Racial   Victim ,   law   professor,   criminal   justice   expert,   and   

racial   theorist   Devon   W.   Carbado   posits   that   many   people   subconsciously   believe   that   “the   fact   

21   Ibid.,   00:18:11.   

22   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   5    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:10:35.   

23  Ibid.,   00:11:00.   



  

that   a   Black   woman   or   a   woman   of   any   race   may   be   the   victim   of   Black   male   aggression   is   

subordinate   to   the   concern   that   a   Black   man   may   be   the   victim   of   a   racist   criminal   justice   

system.”   And   while   it   is   extremely   important   to   address   the   prevalence   of   racism   within   the   24

American   legal   system,   in   1995   this   particular   mindset   caused   people   to   deny   “the   fair   amount   

of   evidence   indicating   that   Simpson   had   physically   abused   his   ex-wife,   [so   that]   many   in   the   

Black   community   viewed   Simpson    solely    as   a   victim   of   a   racist   conspiracy   perpetuated   by   the   

police   and   the   prosecution.”   This   persona   or   image   of   O.J.   Simpson   as   an   icon   of   Black   25

empowerment   followed   on   the   heels   of   his   earlier   glorification   as   first   a   football   star,   and   then   a   

film   star.   The   murder   trial   exacerbated   the   split   between   O.J.   the   person   and   the   abstract   image  

of   celebrity   and   Black   exceptionalism   that   O.J.   represented.   While   significant   DNA   blood   

evidence   and   other   physical   evidence   pointed   to   O.J.   as   the   murderer   of   Nicole   Brown   and   her   

friend   Ron   Goldman,   his   curated   persona   as   yet   another   Black   man   abused   by   the   LAPD   

painted   him   as   the   true   victim   in   this   case.   26

It’s   true   that   the   Black   community   in   LA   needed   a   case   that   placed   the   LAPD   under   

public   scrutiny   for   its   racism   and   brutality.   When   O.J.’s   case   garnered   national   attention,   it   

appeared   like   this   could   be   that   case.   The   irony,   however,   is   that   O.J.   himself   was   not   the   icon   

of   Black   America’s   struggle   that   his   lawyers   made   him   out   to   me.   Edelman   spends   significant   

time   describing   O.J.’s   assimilation   into   white   society,   starting   with   his   acculturation   into   the   

predominantly   white   institution   of   USC   and   topping   it   off   with   O.J.’s   house   parties   with   LAPD   

officers.   He   would   often   affectionately   “refer   to   the   LAPD   as   the   boys.”   The   reason   that   O.J.   27

24   Carbado,   Devon   W.,   “The   Construction   of   O.J.   Simpson   as   a   Racial   Victim”   (Cambridge:   Harvard   Civil   
Rights-Civil   LIberties   Law   Review,   1997),   57.   

25     Ibid.,   57.   
26   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   3    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:55:15.   

27   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   2    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:03:10.   



  

was   allowed   to   do   this   while   other   Black   people   in   the   city   were   being   terrorized   was   a   direct   

result   of   his   celebrity   status.   O.J.   had   garnered   so   much   influence   and   soft   power   that   he   rose   

above   the   confines   any   other   Black   man   would   have   faced.   At   least   up   until   the   trial,   O.J.   

disconnected   his   individual   identity   as   a   Black   man   from   the   celebrity   “image”   he   chose   to   

project.   

This   is   why   it’s   so   disturbing   that   he   then   chose   to   manipulate   this   carefully   curated  

image   in   order   to   win   his   trial.   He   didn't   switch   from   a   detachment   from   Black   liberation   to   the   

embrace   of   it   because   he   suddenly   felt   compelled   to   aid   the   struggle.   He   did   so   because   he   was   

trying   to   save   his   own   skin   in   a   court   of   law.   One   of   the   points   the   documentary   makes,   

however,   is   that   O.J.   would   never   have   gotten   away   with   what   he   did   if   he   had   been   a   poor   

Black   man.   Cecil   Murray,   reverend   at   First   African   Methodist   Episcopal   Church   and   

community   leader,   states,   “I   didn’t   see   it   as   an   example   of   African   Americans   being   free   or   we   

beating   the   Criminal   Justice   system.   Not   for   African   Americans.   It   was   a   victory   for   a   rich   guy   

named   O.J.   Simpson,   and   I   was   troubled   by   that.”   O.J.,   by   transcending   race   through   celebrity,   28

power,   and   wealth,   became,   in   actuality,   another   example   of   rich   privilege   in   American   society.   

By   leaning   into   and   manipulating   his   celebrity   image,   O.J.   exploited   the   Black   Power   

Movement   for   his   own   personal   gain.   Even   so,   the   question   remains   about   how   detached   the   

image   and   presentation   of   that   case   was   to   the   actual   case   itself.   For   Black   people   around   

America,   it   was   one   of   the   first   times   they   witnessed   a   black   individual   secure   a   court   case   

victory   over   a   corrupt   police   force,   yet   the   details   of   O.J.’s   individual   actions   were   separate   

from   that   narrative.   The   case,   much   like   the   concept   of   a   celebrity   overall,   exists   on   two   planes   

28   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   5    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:20:18.   



  

of   existence.   The   documentary   assumes   that   O.J.   did   kill   his   wife,   and   provides   a   significant   

amount   of   evidence   to   back   this   up.   O.J.   himself   even   ghost-wrote   a   book   about   exactly   how   29

he   would   have   killed   Brown   if   he   had   in   fact   done   so.   At   the   same   time,   however,   the   image   30

and   presentation   of   the   case   meant   a   lot   to   the   struggle   of   Black   America.   

It   was   a   case   that   exposed   the   faults   and   racism   of   the   LAPD,   even   if   doing   so   in   a   

manner   barely   related   to   the   actions   of   the   crime   and   detrimental   to   the   families   of   the   victims.   

It’s   difficult   to   reconcile   these   two   narratives,   and   it’s   important   to   recognize   both   the   facts   of   

the   case   and   the   context   of   the   trial.   The   fact   of   the   matter   is,   LA   and   USC   both   perpetuate   a   

disparity   of   treatment   for   people   of   different   socioeconomic   and   racial   backgrounds.   The   

Simpson   case   dredged   up   centuries   of   oppression   and   placed   them   under   public   scrutiny   

through   the   widely   broadcasted   trial.   Much   of   the   Black   community’s   support   for   O.J.   stemmed   

from   their   position   as   an   oppressed   group   of   individuals   seeking   justice   from   a   “justice   system”   

that   had   failed   them   so   many   times.   And   yet,   in   the   end,   the   case   Simpson   was   not   a   win   for   the   

Black   community;   it   was   a   win   for   the   socioeconomically   privileged.   The   likes   of   O.J.   Simpson,   

Olivia   Jade,   and   others   who   harness   their   wealth   and   celebrity   power   to   tap   into   the   “University   

of   Spoiled   Children”   are   a   detriment   to   our   society,   yet   continue   to   shape   our   university   and   

community   landscape   today.     

29   Edelman,   Ezra,    O.J.:   Made   in   America:   Part   5    (United   States:   ESPN   Films,   2016),   00:20:18.   

30   Fenjves,   Pablo    If   I   Did   It:   Confessions   of   the   Killer    (New   York:   Beaufort   Books,   2007).   
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